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Russian forces’ main axes of advance in the last 24 hours focused on Kyiv, northeastern Ukraine, 
and southern Ukraine. Russian airborne and special forces troops are engaged in urban warfare in 
northwestern Kyiv, but Russian mechanized forces are not yet in the capital. Russian forces from Crimea have 
changed their primary axes of advance from a presumed drive toward Odesa to focus on pushing north toward 
Zaporizhie and the southeastern bend of the Dnipro River and east along the Azov Sea coast toward Mariupol. 
These advances risk cutting off the large concentrations of Ukrainian forces still defending the former line of 
contact between unoccupied Ukraine and occupied Donbas. Ukrainian leaders may soon face the painful 
decision of ordering the withdrawal of those forces and the ceding of more of eastern Ukraine or 
allowing much of Ukraine’s uncommitted conventional combat power to be encircled and 
destroyed. There are no indications as yet of whether the Ukrainian government is considering this decision 
point. 
 

Ukrainian resistance remains remarkably effective and Russian operations especially on the Kyiv axis have been 
poorly coordinated and executed, leading to significant Russian failures on that axis and at Kharkiv. Russian 
forces remain much larger and more capable than Ukraine’s conventional military, however, and Russian 
advances in southern Ukraine may threaten to unhinge the defense of Kyiv and northeastern Ukraine if they 
continue unchecked.  
 
Key Takeaways: 

• Russia has failed to encircle and isolate Kyiv with the combination of mechanized and 
airborne attacks as it had clearly planned to do. Russian forces are now engaging in more 
straightforward mechanized drives into the capital along a narrow front along the west 
bank of the Dnipro River and toward Kyiv from a broad front to the northeast. 

• Russian forces have temporarily abandoned failed efforts to seize Chernihiv and Kharkiv 
to the northeast and east of Kyiv and are bypassing those cities to continue their drive on 
Kyiv.  Russian attacks against both cities appear to have been poorly designed and 
executed and to have encountered more determined and effective Ukrainian resistance 
than they expected. 

• Russian movements in eastern Ukraine remain primarily focused on pinning the large 
concentration of Ukrainian conventional forces arrayed along the former line of contact 
in the east, likely to prevent them from interfering with Russian drives on Kyiv and to 
facilitate their encirclement and destruction. 

• Russian forces coming north from Crimea halted their drive westward toward Odesa, and 
Ukrainian forces have retaken the critical city of Kherson. Some Russian troops remain 
west of the Dnipro River and are advancing on Mikolayiv, but the main axes of advance 
have shifted to the north and east toward Zaporizhie and Mariupol respectively. 
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• Russian forces have taken the critical city of Berdyansk from the west, threatening to 
encircle Mariupol even as Russian forces based in occupied Donbas attack Mariupol from 
the east, likely to pin defenders in the city as they are encircled. 

• Russian successes in southern Ukraine are the most dangerous and threaten to unhinge 
Ukraine’s successful defenses and rearguard actions to the north and northeast. 

• Russian troops are facing growing morale and logistics issues, predictable consequences 
of the poor planning, coordination, and execution of attacks along Ukraine’s northern 
border. 

 
Russia has surprisingly failed to gain air superiority or ground the Ukrainian air force after three 
days of fighting. The Ukrainian General Staff reported at 11am local time that Ukrainian aircraft conducted 34 
sorties in the past 24 hours.1 Ukrainian air defenses remained active as of 6am local time, with the Ukrainian 
General Staff stating a S-300 downed a Russian Su-25 fighter and an unspecified helicopter over Donbas early 
on February 26.2 Ukrainian forces likely shot down a Russian Il-76 transport aircraft over Kyiv the night of 
February 25.3 Russian airstrikes concentrated on northern Kyiv, Mariupol, and unspecified Ukrainian airports 
on February 26.4 Russian forces continue to refrain from using the full array of air and missile capabilities 
available to them. Moscow may seek to limit the informational and diplomatic effects of causing heavy Ukrainian 
civilian casualties, and may also seek to avoid creating rubble and other obstacles to movement into and through 
Ukrainian cities. Russian forces will likely increase their use of fires in coming days to overcome heavier-than-
anticipated Ukrainian resistance, however.  
 
Russian forces in northeast Ukraine face growing morale and supply issues, likely due to poor 
planning and ad hoc command structures, as ISW previously forecasted.5 Several reports emerged 
on Ukrainian social media February 25-26 of Russian forces lost and running low on fuel in northeastern 
Ukraine.6 A Russian riot police reportedly conducted an unsupported attack on eastern Kyiv and suffered heavy 
casualties late on February 25, likely symptomatic of wider Russian coordination issues.7 Several US and 
European intelligence sources reportedly assess the Kremlin has had to adjust plans and commit more 
capabilities than anticipated at this point in the Russian invasion of Ukraine.8 
 
Russian ground forces are advancing on four primary axes, discussed in turn below: 

1. Kyiv (NOTE: This is an alteration to our previous description of this axis, as we are now discussing 
Russian operations in Kyiv as a single line of effort); 

2. Northeast front (NOTE: Russian forces have now advanced on a broad axis between Chernihiv and 
Kharkiv, and this section will discuss the entire northeastern Russian advance); 

3. Donbas; and  
4. Crimea-Kherson. 

 
1) Kyiv axis: Russia’s likely main effort to rapidly isolate Kyiv and force the Ukrainian 

government to capitulate has failed as of February 26. Russian forces entered downtown Kyiv 
along the western bank of the Dnipro River the night of February 25, but Russian forces have 
so far failed to enter the city from the east. Russian troops have not yet committed heavy 
armor and artillery forces to fighting in Kyiv and will likely need to do so to take the city. 
Ukrainian forces are unlikely to capitulate.  

• The Russian military’s main effort remains seizing Kyiv in an effort to force the Ukrainian government to 
capitulate. The Ukrainian General Staff reported at 11am local time February 26 that Ukrainian forces 
halted 14 Russian BTGs northeast of Kyiv and that Russia has committed its northern reserves – an 
additional 17 BTGs – along this operational direction.9 

• If the Russians have abandoned for now the attempt to encircle Kyiv and committed to 
frontal assaults from the northwest and east/northeast, then the Ukrainians would be in 
close to the optimal scenario for defending their capital. The Russians could change that 
situation either by getting forces from the northeast axis across the river south of Kyiv and 
encircling in that way, by using forces from Crimea to drive all the way to Kyiv from the 
south, or by re-attempting and finally succeeding in airlanding airborne troops to the 
southeast of the capital.  Russia’s surprising failure to accomplish its initial planned 
objectives around Kyiv has given the Ukrainians an opportunity. 
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• Russian forces entered downtown Kyiv on the west bank of the Dnipro River the night of February 25. 
Urban combat continued the night of February 25-26.10 Only lighter Russian units – VDV (Airborne) and 
Special Forces – have entered Kyiv as of 7pm local time on February 26.11 Russian forces have not yet 
committed heavy armor and artillery to urban fighting in Kyiv.  

• Russian forces have likely only entered Kyiv on a narrow band along the west bank of the Dnipro River. 
Russian forces have not completely isolated Kyiv and Ukrainian forces retain defensive positions in 
western Kyiv Oblast.12 Ukrainian forces reported halted Russian armored advances on Kyiv at 
Borodyanka, Bucha, and Vyshhorod at 11am local time February 26.13 

• The Ukrainian military claimed to shoot down two Russian Il-76 transport planes (Russia’s equivalent of 
the US C-17) over Kyiv late on February 25.14 These claims have not yet been confirmed by other sources.15 
If true, they may indicate Ukrainian troops have inflicted losses on a Russian airborne operation around 
Kyiv.  

• ISW cannot currently confirm the location or effectiveness of Russian sabotage groups reportedly active 
in downtown Kyiv as of February 25.16 

• Ukrainian forces and civilians continued preparations to fight for Kyiv block-by-block on February 25-
26. Territorial defense units and armed civilians began establishing roadblocks and defensive positions 
throughout Kyiv overnight.17 The Ukrainian government is distributing small arms and instructions to 
make Molotov Cocktails to civilians.18  

 
2) Northeast axis: Russian forces advanced on a broad front between Chernihiv and Kharkiv on 

February 26 after Ukrainian forces halted direct Russian advances through both cities on 
February 24-25. Ukrainian forces continue to delay and inflict losses on the Russian advance 
but will likely not be able to halt further advances if the Kremlin commits additional reserves.  

• Ukrainian forces reported halting Russian advances on an axis roughly running through Nizhyn, Velyka 
Doroha, Obychiv, and Okhtyrka at 11am local time February 26.19 Russian forces have likely penetrated 
northeastern Ukraine on a broad axis to the P67 highway, approximately 120km northeast of Kyiv. 

• Russian forces likely bypassed Kharkiv early on February 26 and may have enveloped it but have not yet 
entered the city center. Russian tank and motor rifle units are reportedly continuing direct assaults on 
the city and shelling residential areas.20 Russian forces entered Volokhov Yar, 70km southeast of Kharkiv, 
at 11am local time on February 26.21 Ukrainian forces took prisoners from the Russian 2nd Tank Division 
and 138th Guards Motor Rifle Brigade at unspecified locations around Kharkiv on February 26.22 

• Ukrainian forces confirmed that elements of Russia’s 1st Guards Tank Army and 20th Combined Arms 
Army comprise the main Russian force in northeast Ukraine.23 Ukrainian forces additionally captured 
Russian troops from the 35th Motor Rifle Brigade of the 41st Combined Arms Army, including a battalion 
chief of staff, likely near Chernihiv.24 

• The Ukrainian General Staff reported at 6am local time that Russian forces retain an uncommitted 
reserve from the 35th Combined Arms Army around Mazyr, in southeastern Belarus.25 

 
3) Donbas axis: Russian forces continued to deprioritize direct assaults in Donbas or an 

enveloping maneuver through Luhansk Oblast. Russian forces likely intend to pin Ukrainian 
forces in place on the line of contact to enable Russian forces breaking out of Crimea to isolate 
them. The Russians may be content to leave them there while concentrating on capturing Kyiv 
and imposing a new government on Ukraine. They may alternatively seek to encircle and 
destroy them or force them to surrender. 

• Russian forces made limited advances on February 26 in Donetsk and Luhansk, reportedly capturing 
Stanysia Luuhanska, Volnovakha, and Starohnativka.26 Ukrainian forces remain largely in place on the 
line of contact in Donbas.  

• Russian forces attacking in northern Luhansk Oblast made little progress as of February 26. ISW’s initial 
assessment that Russian forces would likely attempt an envelopment through Luhansk Oblast was 
incorrect.27 Russian forces likely seek to achieve a larger envelopment using forces breaking out from 
Crimea and currently advancing on Mariupol from the west.  

• Russian forces are continuing assaults on Mariupol from the northeast but have yet to enter outskirts of 
the city. Russian proxies claimed to capture Pishchevik and Pavlopol, 25km northeast of Mariupol, the 
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morning of February 26. Russian forces carried out airstrikes on suburbs of Mariupol at 3pm local time 
on February 26.28 

 
4) Crimea axis: Russian forces advancing north towards Zaprozhia and east towards Mariupol 

threaten to isolate Ukrainian forces on the line of contact in Donbas if they do not withdraw. 
Russian forces from the Southern Military District continue to make the greatest advances 
and demonstrate the highest capabilities of Russia’s multiple axes of advance. Ukrainian 
forces recaptured Kherson the night of February 25-26. However, Russian forces will likely 
counterattack within the next 24 hours and Russian forces remain west of the Dnipro River, 
threatening Mikolayiv.  

• Russian forces in Crimea are advancing directly north towards Zaprozhia, entering Velyka Bilozerka and 
Tokmak – approximately 80km south of Zaprozhia – as of 3pm local time on February 26.29 These forces 
will likely enter Zaprozhia within the next 48 hours at current rates of advance. They may then either 
continue north to Dnipro City, or pivot east to isolate Ukrainian forces in Donbas.  

• Russian forces advancing east out of Crimea captured Berdyansk, 70km west of Mariupol, early on 
February 26.30 Russian forces previously secured Melitopol late on February 25.31 These Russian forces 
will likely encircle Mariupol within the next 48 hours. They may alternatively – or additionally – drive 
north, isolating Ukrainian forces on the line of contact in Donbas.  

• Western sources have inaccurately reported the unopposed deployment of Russian Naval Infantry in 
Russian-controlled Azovskoye, just north of Crimea, as an amphibious landing.32  An anonymous US 
official told CNN on February 25 that “potentially thousands” of Russian troops conducted a landing west 
of Mariupol, which was inaccurately reported as an opposed landing.33 These Naval Infantry forces will 
likely support Russian operations to isolate Mariupol. Russia has not yet conducted an opposed 
amphibious landing in southern Ukraine.  

• Ukrainian forces recaptured Kherson as of 9am local time on February 26.34 Ukrainian forces additionally 
retained control of Nova Kakhovka as of 9am local time following heavy fighting overnight.35 Russian 
forces will likely attempt a second assault on the city in the next 24 hours. 

• Russian forces entered the outskirts of Mikolaiyv early on February 26.36 ISW cannot assess what strength 
of Russian forces have crossed the Dnipro River and their capability to threaten Odessa – or lack thereof 
– if cut off by the Ukrainian recapture of Kherson. 

• Ukrainian forces reported up to 3 BTGs of Russian second echelon troops from the 58th Combined Arms 
Army were committed to the advance on Tavriis'k, east of Kherson along the Dnipro River, early on 
February 26.37 

 
Russian forces may additionally be preparing for an additional line of advance from Belarus into 
Western Ukraine. ISW previously reported a Russian armored column assembling in Stolin, Belarus on 
February 25 to support a possible advance into Rivne Oblast, in western Ukraine.38 The Ukrainian Border Service 
reported cross-border shelling into Rivne Oblast from Belarus at 3pm local time on February 26.39 Russian forces 
have not launched a ground attack as of publication. A Russian offensive in western Ukraine would likely seek to 
cut Ukraine off from ground shipments of Western aid through Poland, Slovakia, and Hungary.  
 
Immediate items to watch 

• Russian forces advancing north and east from Crimea threaten to cut off Ukrainian forces in eastern 
Ukraine if Kyiv des not withdraw them in the coming days.  

• Russian forces face growing morale and supply issues but will likely be able to overcome these handicaps.  

• Russian Naval Infantry have not yet conducted opposed amphibious landings but retain the capability to 
do so against the Odesa or the Azov Sea coasts or both. 

• Russian forces continue to refrain from using their likely full spectrum of air and missile capabilities. The 
Ukrainian air force also remains active. Russian operations will likely steadily wear down Ukrainian air 
capabilities as well eventually taking the Ukrainian air force out of the fight. 

• Russia has sufficient conventional military power to reinforce each of its current axes of advance and 
overpower conventional Ukrainian forces defending them. 
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The Institute for the Study of War (ISW) is a non-partisan, non-profit, public policy research organization. ISW advances 
an informed understanding of military affairs through reliable research, trusted analysis, and innovative education. We 
are committed to improving the nation's ability to execute military operations and respond to emerging threats in order 
to achieve US strategic objectives. 
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